Abstract

The relationship between diet and health is important, yet difficult to study in practice. Dietary pattern analysis is one method for investigating this link; having more variety in diet tends to be beneficial and a score can be generated based on a heuristic approach to food intake habits. We aim to enhance the intuition behind these food scores by creating an intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness by leveraging t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [9]. No assumptions about underlying data are made and, instead of linear combination of the variables, t-SNE relies on pairwise comparisons of points and using pairwise similarities to map the relatedness of each point to all other points in high-dimensional space in which the similarity is preserved. A statistical method for projecting high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space in which the similarity is preserved, t-SNE as no approximations of the distribution are used. This may allow for more natural groupings based solely on the underlying nutritional composition used as features to describe a food. An additional benefit of t-SNE is for data visualization which, in this case depicts food relatedness; when used on food intake data this may also be hypothesis generating to inform future directions for nutritional epidemiological studies.

Motivated by this, the focus of this paper is to explore the potential for enhancing dietary pattern analysis by creating an intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness via t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). More specifically, by performing t-SNE analysis in a controlled manner to project the high-dimensional nutritional information of food items into a lower dimensional food similarity space, the natural clustering of foods based on the underlying nutritional composition becomes visually observable.

The proposed method for enhancing dietary pattern analysis via intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness can be broken down into two main components. First, t-SNE analysis is performed in a controlled manner to project the high-dimensional nutritional information of food items into a lower dimensional space. Second, the low-dimensional projection characterizing the clustering of foods based on the underlying nutritional composition is visualized. These two components are described in detail below.

1 Introduction

Studying the relationship between diet and health is known as nutritional epidemiology and is difficult to accurately and cost-effectively study in practice; the main barrier to advances in nutritional epidemiology is the ability to measure diet [1]. While methods exist for measuring nutritional intake (e.g., food frequency questionnaires, food diaries, 24-hour recall, dietary pattern analysis [2, 3], and biochemical analyses [3]), these methods fundamentally rely on self-reporting [4, 5] or are too expensive to be used in practice [3]. There has been a shift towards dietary pattern analysis based on food intake in an effort to capture the degree to which a certain diet type (e.g., Mediterranean) is followed. The rationale is that people eat a variety of foods and form food habits. These food habits consist of higher or lower intake frequency of certain foods which in turn contain nutrients with health benefits [6]. For example, the Mediterranean diet emphasizes plant based foods high in unsaturated fats and polyphenols with growing evidence touting its protective effects against cardiovascular disease [7].

Dietary pattern analysis is typically conducted in one of two ways: 1) a-priori through experts’ assessment of healthy foods based on the present state of evidence, or 2) a-posteriori by identifying dietary habits (food similarities) through k-means clustering, principal component analysis (PCA), or cluster analysis [6]. Despite their general utility, there are a number of limitations and challenges with current a-priori and a-posteriori methods that need to be addressed to further enhance dietary pattern analysis. Challenges with current a-priori methods revolve mainly around the current state of available knowledge. In terms of current a-posteriori methods, one challenge that arises is the need to define the number of desired clusters [8], which introduces bias to the analysis process through the assumption that the correct number of clusters was known. Furthermore, PCA and cluster analysis rely on the singular value decomposition of each principal component in which each point is projected onto a line of best fit passing through the origin determined by the maximised sum of squared distances of the projected points to the origin. The scaled $x$ and $y$ components of the lines (i.e., the linear combinations of the variables) are used to determine which variable(s) contribute the most to the total variance (i.e., the degree to which each variable explains the spread of points). From here, dimensionality reduction is accomplished by selecting a subset of principal components to retain the majority of variance using a simpler model. However, these approaches inherently rely on estimates (through the singular value decomposition) of the data which may not capture higher-order interactions since not all variability is retained. These limitations may result in a reduced likelihood of observing potential synergistic effects of nutritional interactions [6].

One approach that is gaining increasing popularity in a number of different fields is t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [9]. No assumptions about underlying data are made and, instead of linear combination of the variables, t-SNE relies on pairwise comparisons of points and using pairwise similarities to map the relatedness of each point to all other points in high-dimensional space in which the similarity is preserved. A statistical method for projecting high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space in which the similarity is preserved, t-SNE as no approximations of the distribution are used. This may allow for more natural groupings based solely on the underlying nutritional composition used as features to describe a food. An additional benefit of t-SNE is for data visualization which, in this case depicts food relatedness; when used on food intake data this may also be hypothesis generating to inform future directions for nutritional epidemiological studies.

Motivated by this, the focus of this paper is to explore the potential for enhancing dietary pattern analysis by creating an intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness via t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). More specifically, by performing t-SNE analysis in a controlled manner to project the high-dimensional nutritional information of food items into a lower dimensional food similarity space, the natural clustering of foods based on the underlying nutritional composition becomes visually observable.

The proposed method for enhancing dietary pattern analysis via intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness can be broken down into two main components. First, t-SNE analysis is performed in a controlled manner to project the high-dimensional nutritional information of food items into a lower dimensional space. Second, the low-dimensional projection characterizing the clustering of foods based on the underlying nutritional composition is visualized. These two components are described in detail below.

High-dimensional nutritional information space projection via t-SNE. To achieve the goal of enabling intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness, we aim to build a low-dimensional food similarity space based on high-dimensional standardized nutrient information features. Importantly, an unsupervised method was developed so that the learned similarity space was built independently of any known food labels, using only the known nutrition content of the food items. Specifically, given a set of $N$ high-dimensional nutrient representations of food items $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_N\} \subset \mathbb{R}^M$, a mapping was learned for a lower $d$-dimensional food similar space with $Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_N\} \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ such that $d \ll N$. $X$ was built using the abbreviated United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) food composition database version SR28 from 2015 [10]. Baby food was omitted yielding a dataset of 8549 unique food items. Each of the 47 nutrient information was used as a feature to describe that food item, yielding $X \in \mathbb{R}^{8549 \times 47}$. A low-dimensional food similarity space was learned via t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [9], a statistical method for projecting high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space through the measurement of pairwise similarities of the inputs and under a distribution that measures pairwise similarities of the corresponding low-dimensional points.
in the embedding. Specifically, the mathematical similarity of two food items $x_i$ and $x_j$ was modeled according to a conditional neighborhood probability of their inherent nutrient composition under a Gaussian relationship assumption:

\[
p_{ji} = \frac{\exp(||x_i - x_j||^2 / 2\sigma_i^2)}{\sum_{k \neq i} \exp(-||x_i - x_k||^2 / 2\sigma_i^2)}
\]  

(1)

where $\sigma_i$ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel centered at the data point $x_i$, and is determined such that $\sigma_i$ produces a probability distribution with a fixed perplexity [9]. The low-dimensional space was learned through an iterative gradient descent solution to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between high-dimensional and low-dimensional similarity [9]. To enable the projection of high-dimensional nutritional information into an observable low-dimensional space in a controlled manner, a subspace of perplexity values was searched to empirically determine the optimal perplexity value yielding the greatest separability between clusters with minimal variance within clusters. Specifically, a linear grid search was performed across perplexity values $\{10 + 20r | r \in \mathbb{N}, r \leq 4\}$.

Visualization of food clustering in low-dimensional nutritional information projection. For visualization purposes, each food item in the database was systematically assigned a master category based on the text preceding the first comma in the short description provided in the database. For example, the master category for the food item “BUTTER,WHIPPED W/ SALT” was “BUTTER”. To run the analysis to see the foods clustering, the food group labels were not used as the above method is an unsupervised method; instead, the clustering was conducted using only the nutritional composition. After clustering, colour was applied based on the master category from the short description to demonstrate groups of foods within the same master category.

3 Results and Discussion

Using each of the nutritional components to describe each food type, a natural clustering of foods was observed using the proposed intuitive data-driven approach to visualizing food relatedness. The perplexity value which empirically optimized separability for enhanced interpretability was determined to be 50 for this dataset. An example of the global structure of food relatedness with separability is shown with perplexity 50 in Figure 1. Upon further exploration, these clusters represent semantic relevance as shown in Figure 2. Several examples of inherently semantically grouped food items have been clustered based on their underlying nutritional similarities. For example in Figure 2 clusters comprised of: a meat cluster (e.g., veal, beef, bison, turkey, chicken) as indicated in teal; a high fat oil cluster (e.g., fish oil, sunflower oil, shortening etc) as indicated in light blue; a cheese cluster (e.g., ricotta, mozzarella, processed cheese, American cheese) as indicated in navy; leafy greens (e.g., spinach, collard greens, lettuce, broccoli, cabbage) indicated in turquoise; and a mixed dish consisting of meat, a carbohydrate and tomato (e.g., chili con carne, hamburger, pizza, pasta with red sauce, meat lasagna). Within the cheese cluster, certain ice creams were also clustered which may be explained by the high fat dairy composition.

3 Conclusions

The proposed approach to intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness via t-SNE provides a novel method in the domain of nutrition for exploring food-relatedness and may enhance the interpretability of food relatedness through this visualization technique which, with further refinement, may provide dietitians with a novel method to more easily interpret an individual’s food variety score.
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Fig. 2: Examples of the clustering observed in the proposed approach for intuitive data-driven visualization of food relatedness. The centre is a replica of Figure 1c with enlarged clusters to show sample labels. Clustering has semantic meaning. Highlighted here are clusters of meat, high fat/oil, cheese, leafy greens, and mixed dishes comprised of tomato, carbohydrates (e.g., pasta, bread, beans) with meat.


